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Let Q be the algebraic closure of Q in the field Cp of p-adic numbers. In an
earlier paper (1997, in Lecture Notes in Pure and Appl. Math., Vol. 192, pp. 4959,
Dekker, New York), we showed that if a function f (x) meromorphic in all Cp is a
solution of a homogeneous linear differential equation (E) with coefficients in Q (x),
then f # Cp(x). Here we show that this conclusion is false in the case where (E) is
with coefficients not in Q (x).  2001 Academic Press
Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, complete for
an ultrametric absolute value. We denote by A(K) the K-algebra of entire
functions in K and by M(K) the field of meromorphic functions in K, i.e.,
the field of fractions of A(K). We also consider the field Cp , completion of
the algebraic closure of the field Qp of p-adic numbers; we denote by |&|
the p-adic absolute value defined by | p|= p&1 and by v the p-adic valua-
tion defined by v(x)=& log |x|log p (so that v( p)=1).
We consider linear differential equations of the form
Qs(x) y(s)(x)+ } } } +Q0(x) y(x)=0, with Qi (x) # K(x) and Qs(x)0.
(Es)
The question is to see under what conditions, any meromorphic solution
of (Es) is a rational function. It is easily seen that this is the case if s=1
(see the proposition below). For s2, the problem is more difficult.
However, in [3], we proved the following result:
Theorem A. Suppose that Eq. (Es) is such that Q0(x), ..., Qs(x) # Q (x)
and let y(x) # M(Cp) be a solution of (Es). Then y(x) # Cp(x).
Here we will show that, if Q0(x), ..., Qs(x) are not all in Q (x), the conclu-
sion in Theorem A may be false (see Theorem B). This answers a question
posed by P. C. Hu and C. C. Yang [9].
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Proposition. We consider the linear differential equation
A(x) y$(x)+B(x) y(x)=0, where A(x), B(x) # K(x) and A(x)0.
(E1)
Let y(x) # M(K) be a solution of (E1). Then y(x) # K(x).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A(x) and B(x)
are polynomials. Now let : # K be a pole of y(x) which is not a zero of
A(x). Then : must be a pole of A(x) y$(x) of order strictly greater than the
order it has as pole of B(x) y(x). As this is impossible, we see that every
pole of y(x) is a zero of A(x). Since A(x) is a polynomial, we deduce that
y(x) only has a finite number of poles. This allows us to reduce to the case
where y(x) # A(K). So, let us suppose that y(x) is an entire solution of
(E1). Then from the equality y$(x)y(x)=&B(x)A(x), we see that every
zero of y(x) is a pole of y$(x)y(x) and hence is a zero of A(x). Hence y(x)
only has a finite number of zeros. It follows that y(x) is a polynomial. This
completes the proof of the proposition.
In the sequel, for every : # Cp , we put
(:)0=1 and (:)n=:(:+1) } } } (:+n&1) for n1.
Finally we denote by D the operator ddx.
Now, we consider the mapping f : N  N, defined by f (0)=0 and
f (n+1)= p f (n)+n for every n # N. Hence we have f (n+1)p f (n)= pn for
every n # N.
Let a=& j0 p f (2 j) and b=& j0 p f (2 j+1). We see that a, b lie in Zp
and we can easily check that a and b are p-adic Liouville numbers (cf.
[6, 8]). Hence both a and b are transcendental. Let c # Cp be such that
v(c)&1(p&1). Consider the hypergeometric function
.(x)=F(a, b, c; x)=n0 ((a)n (b)nn!(c)n) xn.
We will prove the following result
Theorem B. Under the assumptions above, we have
(i) .(x) # A(Cp),
(ii) .(x) is a solution of the linear differential equation
D2y+
c&(a+b+1) x
x(1&x)
Dy&
ab
x(1&x)
y=0. (E)
Proof. It is well known and easily checked (cf. [8, 10]) that the func-
tion .(x)=F(a, b, c; x) is a formal solution of the equation (E). Hence (ii)
is clear.
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It remains to prove (i), i.e., to show that .(x) is entire.
The radius of convergence r of . is defined by
1
r
=lim sup
n  +
n |(a)n | |(b)n ||n!| |(c)n | .
Hence
log r
log p
=lim inf
n  + \
1
n
v \(a)n (b)n(n!)(c)n ++=lim infn  +
v((a)n)+v((b)n)&v(n!)&v((c)n)
n
.
Using the fact that v(n!)n( p&1) (cf. [1, 8]) and v((c)n)=nv(c)
&n( p&1), we obtain v(n!)+v((c)n)0 and then lim infn  + ((v((a)n)+
v((b)n))n)log rlog p.
For each n # N*, let m=m(n) be the greatest integer such that p f (m)n
<p f (m+1). We distinguish the following two cases:
Case 1. p f (m)n<p f (m)+1. Then we have
1
n
>
1
p
1
p f (m)
. (1)
If m=2l, we have 0< j=l&1j=0 p
f (2 j+1)<p f (2l )= p f (m)n and b+
 j=l&1j=0 p
f (2 j+1)=& jl p f (2 j+1). Hence v((b)n)=n&1k=0 v(b+k)v(b+
 j=l&1j=0 p
f (2 j+1)) = f (2l + 1) = f (m + 1).
If m = 2l + 1, we have 0 < j=lj=0 p
f (2 j)<p f (2l+1)= p f (m)n and
a+ j=lj=0 p
f (2 j)=& jl+1 p f (2 j). Hence v((a)n)=n&1k=0 v(a+k)
v(a+ j=lj=0 p
f (2 j))= f (2l+2)= f (m+1). So we have
v((a)n)+v((b)n) f (m+1). (2)
From (1) and (2) we obtain
v((a)n)+v((b)n)
n

1
p
f (m+1)
p f (m)
= pm&1. (3)
Case 2. p f (m)+1n<p f (m+1). Then we have
1
n
>
1
p f (m+1)
. (4)
If m=2l, we have 0< j=lj=0 p
f (2 j)<p f (2l )+1= p f (m)+1n and a+
 j=lj=0 p
f (2 j)=& jl+1 p f (2 j). Hence v((a)n)=n&1k=0 v(a+k)v(a+
 j=lj=0 p
f (2 j))= f (2l+2)= f (m+2). If m=2l+1, we have 0< j=lj=0 p
f (2 j+1)
<p f (2l+1)+1= p f (m)+1n and b+ j=lj=0 p
f (2 j+1)=& jl+1 p f (2 j+1).
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Hence v((b)n)=n&1k=0 v(b+k)v(b+
j=l
j=0 p
f (2 j+1))= f (2l+3)= f (m+2).
So we have
v((a)n)+v((b)n) f (m+2). (5)
From (4) and (5) we obtain
v((a)n)+v((b)n)
n

f (m+2)
p f (m+1)
= pm+1. (6)
From (3) and (6), we see that in both cases we have
v((a)n)+v((b)n)
n
pm&1. (7)
Since limn  + m(n)=+, we see by (7) that limn  +((v((a)n)+
v((b)n))n)=+. Hence r=+. This completes the proof of Theorem B.
Remarks. (1) In the proof of Theorem B, we can replace the function
f by any function g satisfying limn  +( g(n+1)p g(n))=+.
(2) If c # Qp then .(x) has its coefficients in Qp .
(3) An alternate way to work in Qp consists of considering, instead
of .(x), the function (x)=n0((a)n (b)n (n!)2) xn. We see that  is an
entire function because (1n) v((a)n (b)n (n!)2)((v((a)n)+v((b)n)))n)&
2( p&1). On the other hand, we have (x)=F(a, b, 1; x) and then  is a
solution of the linear differential equation
D2y+
1&(a+b+1) x
x(1&x)
Dy&
ab
x(1&x)
y=0.
(4) In [7], Dwork used a similar technique to studying hyper-
geometric differential equations in the disk D(0, 1&).
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